Bridging the Gap Between the Politics of Recognition and the Politics of Language Service Delivery in Ontario and Wales

The aim of the article is to start mapping the variety of approaches and instruments which guide the delivery of services to linguistic minorities. The argument suggests that different institutional processes in Ontario and Wales inform the delivery of selected services and calls for more research on how the politics of recognition is implemented in institutions serving official linguistic minorities.
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1. Introduction

Recognition of linguistic and national minorities in multinational and multilingual societies is very topical as evidenced in the on-going debates on multilingualism in the context of the European Union and in other parts of the world (Kraus & Grin 2018). The literature shows that recognition of linguistic and national minorities requires institutional redesign in order to improve representation at the political level. Multinational and multilingual states also need to incorporate some significant representation from linguistic and national minorities within their operations in order to remain legitimate. However, few studies focus on the internal processes within those states charged with delivering governmental services to linguistic and national minorities (Cardinal 2007; Mattar & Gratton 2001). How are officially recognized minorities provided with services in their languages? In order for the politics of recognition to be more than just a type of symbolic politics for those minorities, the article argues that it is necessary to focus on the instruments used by states or sub-states and regional administrations to implement officially and sanctioned bilingual or multilingual services. In particular, it discusses the different institutional factors that come into play in explaining the process leading to service delivery in a variety of policy sectors, looking at the role of state traditions, norms and administrative principles.

The article focuses on two regions, Ontario (Canada) and Wales (United Kingdom), from 2000 to 2018. In both cases substantive developments and progress were made in the delivery of services to its officially recognized linguistic minorities, Francophones in Ontario and Welsh-speakers in Wales, during that period. In particular, the article discusses such progress in the Ontario justice sector, while the Welsh case looks at a wider range of sectors using data collected in both regions during the period under consideration. The general aim of the article is to start mapping the different approaches and instruments which guide the delivery of services to linguistic minorities and to discuss the factors at play in their development as well as their strengths and weaknesses. More specifically, it suggests that different institutional processes inform the approaches to the delivery of services to linguistic minorities. The article recommends that it is necessary to pay closer attention to those processes because the politics of recognition takes a different form from one region to another. It is not a one size fits all solution.

There are three main reasons for focusing on Ontario and Wales. First, at a demo-linguistic level, the 2011 UK census reported that 562,000 people, 19 per cent of usual residents in Wales aged three and over reported that they could speak Welsh (ONS 2012). Thirty per cent (169,000) of this group were aged between three and 15 years old. The estimate of Welsh speakers is a decrease of two percentage points on the 2001 estimate of 21 per cent (576,000), although in 2001, the estimate of people who “Can speak Welsh” did not include those
who listed speaking Welsh as one of their skills in the “Other combination of skills” category. There is approximately the same number of French speakers in Ontario as there are Welsh speakers in Wales, although, of course they constitute a smaller proportion of the overall 14.28 million provincial residents, that is 5 per cent of the population. Secondly, Ontario and Wales both constitute a sub-state or regional administration within multicultural and multinational countries, Canada and the UK. Devolution has transformed the UK into a quasi-federal state in which sub-state administrations such as Wales have, since 1998, been given greater responsibility for the Welsh language (Welsh Office 1997; Rawlings 2003, Bogadnor 2009). Similarly, Canada is a federation comprised of two official languages and 60 indigenous languages as well as many immigrant languages (Cardinal & Léger 2019). Language is an ancillary competence in Canada (Cardinal 2015). This means that all provinces and territories can also adopt language legislations. This is the case for Ontario which since the 1960’s, has committed itself towards the promotion of French language services. Thirdly, Ontario and Wales have similar political cultures characterised by the predominance of the English language and of Protestantism (Williams 2013a; Turpin & Tomkins 2011). A politics of accommodation of other languages in both societies has been possible “where reasonable and practical” (Cardinal & Normand 2013; Welsh Language Act 1993). In both Ontario and Wales, this principle has been built into the delivery of bilingual services at different levels of the public service throughout their history. Significantly, as of the 1980’s, Ontario has added a new dimension to this approach. The politics of recognition in Ontario has been translated into a rights-based approach to language which found its way in the 1986 French Language Services Act (FLSA) granting Ontario’s French-speaking minority the right to receive governmental services in French in 26 designated bilingual areas. Since then, the Ontario government has had the obligation to offer its services in French – not only in English – instead of delivering them on demand only. The new rights-based framework has also provided the impetus which has resulted in the incorporation of the concept of active offer into the delivery of services to Ontario’s French-speaking population. As such, it constitutes an important change in the path on which its linguistic regime had been built. The case presented in this article focusses on the justice sector because it has been at the forefront of these developments since the early 1980’s. Furthermore, in 2006, twenty years after the adoption of the FLSA, the Ontario justice sector adopted its first strategic plan for the active offer of French language services. In 2011 and in 2016 the plan was reconducted by the Ontario government.

In contrast, since 1993, Westminster has favoured institutional responsibility to deliver bilingual services in Wales (Williams 2008). The Welsh Language Board (WLB), until its demise in 2012, had developed language schemes as the principal mechanism by which both English and Welsh may be treated on the
basis of equality (Welsh Language Act 1993; Williams 2013b). Such schemes place an obligation on a designated public body to offer bilingual services. Some 562 schemes have been approved and, in this article, we review the operation of such schemes in eight Welsh public bodies such as County Councils, National Parks and Health Boards and a range of UK government departments and agencies. Instilling a common approach to language service delivery systems required a change in institutional behaviour (Williams 2010). Much of this was shaped by Welsh Language Board guidelines and advice on the preparation of language schemes, together with the co-operation and transfer of good practice from one sector to another as the schemes unfolded (Welsh Language Board 1996). The Board had the power to approve schemes and should a lack of agreement on the terms of the scheme arise between the Board and a public body, the final decision on the terms rested with the Secretary of State for Wales.

The structure of the article is as follows: first it reviews the literature on language service delivery. Secondly it identifies those factors which help interpret the similarities and distinctiveness of Ontario and Wales’ approaches to language service delivery. Thirdly, it discusses evidence gathered in the two surveys of language service delivery in Ontario and Wales. These in turn provide an empirical basis whereby we will address the processes which guide language service delivery in both regions.

2. The Delivery of Services to Linguistic Minorities

There are three particular areas of research pertinent to any discussion of language service delivery. The first is largely descriptive and may be referenced through a literature review of language service delivery systems which Cardinal and Sauvé (2010) categorise into the following services as being integrated, parallel, holistic or multi-service, mobile or itinerant and technological as illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1: Models of Service Delivery for Linguistic Minorities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models of Service Delivery</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrated services</td>
<td>General public services offered by civil servants in designated areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel services</td>
<td>Services that have to do with the personal life whose structure supports the offer of services managed by and for members of a linguistic minority community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holistic or multi-service centres</td>
<td>Service points where a range of services are being offered in partnership with government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itinerant services</td>
<td>Services offered by civil servants travelling to different communities or by a mobile team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological and electronic services</td>
<td>Services offered through computer and electronic equipment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Cardinal & Sauvé (2010).
As discussed by Cardinal and Sauvé (2010), the integrated model, which is the most common type of approach, includes services offered bilingually by governments for which it is, via its departments, directly responsible. In contrast, a parallel service is managed by the members of the group to which it is offered. An organisation can be designated to provide services in the language of the minority parallel to the integrated services available. This approach is often preferred by linguistic minorities because it gives them certain control over the design and the delivery of services (Chartier 1998). A multi-service or single-window centre serves to “improve accessibility by acting as ‘gateways’; improve access convenience by offering ‘multi-service centers’; overcome jurisdictional divisions by providing ‘seamless service’” (Bent et al. 1999). The model is widely adopted within the United Kingdom where it is also advocated as a holistic approach, as compared to the silo approach. The British government also favours the possibility of partnerships with community organizations so as to further develop this holistic approach to delivering services. The existing trust in, and reliance on, community organizations makes them natural partners with legal service providers for a holistic approach to multiple problems. An itinerant service is another model which is mentioned by Cardinal and Sauvé (2010) as a way to help deal with the lack of services in remote areas. For example, they explain that the Canadian government, from its Service Canada office in Stephenville, has been servicing the surrounding French-speaking communities of Anse-à-Canards, Grand Terre and Cap St. George. Similarly, in north-west Wales, sparsely populated rural locations have been served by a twice weekly mobile office, housed in a bus, serving as a mini resource centre, through which a range of bilingual public services and skills training courses can be delivered. Web sites have also become important places for the offer of language services. Commenting on minority languages in Europe, Nic Craith argues that “[t]he advantage of communication on the Internet is that it has become de-territorialized. /…/ Although migration has traditionally impacted negatively on lesser-used languages, the Internet has provided a new and easy mode of communication that is not dependent on location” (Nic Craith 2007, 177–178). A detailed examination of both Canadian and European websites by Deere and Cunliffe (2009) has demonstrated the ease and fluency by which such communication tools have been adopted to serve the needs of minority language customers, mainly by government departments and official agencies.

Cardinal and Sauvé’s typology is largely descriptive. Their survey is also limited to the Canadian situation with some references to the United Kingdom. It needs to be tested in other countries. However, it is a useful point of departure for mapping the different approaches to language service delivery. First, it provides a base for comparative analyses with other jurisdictions and secondly, it can facilitate more explanatory approaches.
The second approach, which is more analytical, involves research investigations which are concerned with processes and regular evaluation of bilingual services in order to see how they can be improved. The most conventional way of ascertaining to what extent the new opportunities provided meet the needs of the citizen is to undertake a quantitative survey of consumer expectations, needs, experiences and levels of satisfaction with bilingual services (Azurmendi et al. 2008). This is a common approach adopted in many jurisdictions such as Canada, Catalonia, the Basque Country and Wales where several research enquiries have demonstrated the increasing importance of services being offered in a person’s own language, particularly within health care provision, legal services and consumer affairs (Williams 2007; Huws 2009; Drolet et al. 2017). When cognitive and emotional factors are accounted for in decision making, the language in which the product or service is displayed and presented can influence a clients’ subsequent choice. Puntoni et al. (2009) demonstrate that it is invariably preferable to communicate in a client’s first language.

An ancillary approach is to study the institutional support apparatus from within an ethno-linguistic vitality perspective. This approach is favoured by social psychologists such as Bourhis and Landry (2008) who have argued that an important part of a group’s vitality is the degree to which it can control or determine key parts of an institutional framework within a majority environment. Thus, they aver that those minorities who have representation and a degree of autonomous control in a broad range of private and state institutions enjoy a stronger institutional vitality than language minorities whose representation exists in only a few less critical institutional domains or is limited to informal domains of a society. Formal and informal representation in the public bodies and organisations of society constitutes a group’s institutional support. When this element is evaluated alongside the demographic and status support elements a schematic account of the prospects of a minority to flourish may be ascertained. This approach is valuable in order to provide a macro-sociological account of vitality or morbidity and has been used in a variety of case studies across Canada and Europe. For example, Deveault et al. (2009) have applied an ethno-linguistic vitality methodology to study the behaviour of French speakers in Nova Scotia when asking for government services. They argued that the more customers asked for their services in French the greater the resultant ethno-linguistic vitality. Such studies offer significant insights in the behaviour patterns and organisational structure of minority communities, but they tend not to address the internal workings of institutions themselves, at least in so far as they have been applied to date.

A third supplementary approach focuses on state traditions, i.e. the normative, institutional and administrative contexts which guide the path taken by different states or sub-state in delivering services to their linguistic minorities (Cardinal & Normand 2013). This approach recognizes that any service deli-
very is informed by a certain institutional path or trajectory. More broadly put, Loughlin (2005) has identified four state traditions which inform our understanding of language policies since the 18th century: British, European, French, German and Scandinavian. For example, the British tradition has been characterized by a mixture of administrative centralism and pluralism, whose legacy can be best seen in Wales. The Welsh language was prohibited as early as 1536 by the Henrican Acts of Union 1536–1543, but it was also tolerated in the religious domain, most especially by the Elizabethan injunction to have the Scriptures translated into Welsh in 1588 (revised in 1620), which in many ways guaranteed an elegant and standardised form of the language for other purposes subsequently. However, as a result of both anglicisation and industrialisation, by the late 19th century it was largely replaced by English in most aspect of social and economic life (Williams 2000). During the second part of the 20th century, Welsh was promoted and used most especially within the statutory education system and public administration. Since 1999 Welsh devolution has provided the impetus for a renewed attitude towards the Welsh language. However, language policy-making and planning in Wales remains embedded in the British tradition of granting services in Welsh only where reasonable and practical (Welsh Language Act 1993). Until quite recently Welsh-speakers had few specific language rights a feature to which we shall return.

In contrast, the more recent European model, is characterised by a network approach and plurilingualism. The latter is defined as the recognition of historical languages and the promotion of national languages (Loughlin & Williams 2007; Kraus & Grin 2018). It might be too early to talk of a specific tradition or pattern of language policy-making and planning which could influence the delivery of services. However, studies show that English dominates as a lingua franca alongside other languages including national ones whose precise function and role within a plurilingual Europe are the subject of an ongoing debate (Jostes 2007).

The French approach is informed by its Jacobin tradition (Harguindéguy & Coles 2009). Despite the presence of other historical languages in France such as Breton, Alsatian, Catalan, Basque, Occitan or Picard, the post-revolutionary heritage insists on the idea that a French citizen is an abstract individual and that its ethnic, linguistic, religious, sexual or cultural specificities should be relegated to the private sphere. By contrast, Loughlin (2005) suggests that the German and Scandinavian tradition is characterized by the corporatist and federal nature of its language regime. Despite Germany's insistence on linguistic unity, it has allowed other languages to coexist with German, such as Danish, Sorb and the eastern and northern varieties of Frisian. Agreements with Denmark have also made some form of accommodation of languages possible on both sides of the border. Finland is officially bilingual, Finnish and Swedish, while Sweden recognizes Sami, Norwegian and Finish. However, there are still tensions regarding the status and use of Meänkieli in the Tornedalen border region (Loughlin 2005).
The importance of these traditions should not be undermined. We argue that historical patterns of state intervention are important for the understanding the workings of the politics of service delivery to linguistic minorities even today. The four models identified help address the dependency of language policymaking on the specific paths taken by different states. Our study of Ontario and Wales provides some basis for looking at the way normative, institutional and administrative processes inform the capacity of both governments to deliver bilingual services while patterns of change also need to be addressed. We argue that the legislative context and the culture of public administration both influence the path trajectory of language services and in turn help to manage the expectations of policy makers and citizens alike as to what is appropriate and equitable.

3. Ontario and Wales

It is important to understand how different approaches to language policymaking and planning evolve over time and adapt to change. We pursue this discussion in this section by looking more specifically at the way Ontario and Wales have addressed language issues historically, so as to better understand the similarities and differences between Ontario and Wales’ approaches to service delivery.

3.1 Ontario

Ontario is the home of the largest French-speaking minority outside of the province of Quebec, numbering circa 622,415 speakers in 2016 a proportionate drop from 5.2 per cent in 1996 to 4.7 per cent in 2016. Historically, Ontario’s language regime has been characterized as being both oppressive and accommodating towards the French language. For example, in 1912, the Ontario government prohibited the French language in its school system. Following much unrest, it gradually allowed French in primary schools as of the 1920’s. The situation started to change more rapidly in the 1960’s in the context of Canada’s debates on the status of Quebec in the federation (Cardinal 2015; Cardinal & Normand 2013). In 1961, in a gesture to impress Quebecers, the Prime Minister at the time, the Honourable John Robarts, announced that it would offer French language services “where reasonable and practical”. Robarts’s declaration marked a significant break with the past in recognizing that its French-speaking population could receive services in their language from their government. However, in declaring that those services would be offered only “where reasonable and practical” he remained true to its ideological conception of the nature of government and the character of Ontario. Robarts’ attitude was informed by the idea that Canada was founded on a political compromise. He
never promised that Ontario would become a bilingual province, neither was his approach to the French language embedded within any legislative framework.

An important turning point in Ontario’s language regime came in 1984 in the context of Canada’s ongoing constitutional debates on the status of Quebec, when the Ontario government amended its Courts of Justice Act, proclaiming that French and English would henceforth be the official languages of the province’s justice system. Furthermore, in 1986, the French Language Services Act (FLSA) was adopted. The FLSA does not grant official status to French in Ontario and will be applied only “where numbers warrants”, but the preamble does stipulate that, “/…/ the French language is an historic and honoured language in Ontario” and that “the Legislative Assembly recognizes the contribution of the cultural heritage of the French speaking population and wishes to preserve it for future generations” (French Language Services Act, 1990).

With the adoption of the FLSA, the Ontario government created the Office of Francophone Affairs whose role is to assist and advise the government on how to best apply the FLSA in designated areas. The Ontario government gave three years to all its departments to make the necessary adjustments (Cardinal & Normand 2013). For example, designated bilingual positions were created in order to be able to be proactive in serving its French-speaking citizens. More French-language coordinators were hired in order to assist different departments. The government also mandated some agencies to offer services actively to its French-speaking population (Cardinal & Normand 2013).

Finally, in 2007, the Ontario government appointed the first French Language Services Commissioner. The new position was enshrined in the FLSA, which defined the role of the Commissioner as: “responsible for investigating whether the Act is being complied with, at his or her own initiative or in response to complaints; reporting on the results of investigations; and monitoring the progress of government agencies in providing French-language services” (Office of the French Language Services Commissioner 2008, 12). At the beginning, the Commissioner reported directly to the Minister Responsible for Francophone Affairs. In 2011, he was given the authority to report to the Ontario parliament. In 2018, the Ontario government abolished the position of Commissioner as well as the Office of the Commissioner. Instead it created a new section for French Language services in the Office of the Ontario Ombudsman and appointed a new assistant Ombudsman responsible for the Act.

These key dates represent important steps forward in recognizing the role of the French language in the history of the province of Ontario. Moreover, despite the fact that French does not have official status with the exception of the justice sector, the rights approach elevates the status of FLSA to a quasi-constitutional document (Cardinal & Normand 2013). It recognizes the right of French-speaking individuals to services in their own language, therefore accepting the logic of recognition, i.e. that linguistic rights are quasi human rights not only
political rights. Thus, the FLSA has begun to alter the path on which the Ontario linguistic regime had rested since the early 19th century. Furthermore, the rights approach institutionalised the concept of active offer and demanded new methods of service delivery.

3.2 Wales

While French is an international language able to draw upon significant resources elsewhere in Canada and the Francophone world, Welsh is autochthonous. Outside Wales the only other significant concentration of speakers is the approximate 120,000 Welsh speakers who reside elsewhere within the UK together with a global diaspora, mainly within the EU, North America, Australia and Patagonia whose numbers cannot be gauged with any great accuracy.

Restricted to some particular spheres of Welsh society since the Acts of Union, the Laws in Wales Acts, 1535 and 1543, the Welsh language remained an important language of communication until the 19th century and the acceleration of industrialisation which saw a significant net immigration to the coalfields, ports and urban areas of Wales such as Cardiff and Swansea from the rest of the UK and Europe (Daunton 1977; Williams 1990). In 1942, a Welsh Courts Act and in 1944, an Education Act were adopted, both of which recognized some use of the Welsh language in these domains. In 1967, a first Welsh Language Act allowed for the use of the language in the public sector generally. In 1988, a non-statutory advisory Welsh Language Board (WLB) was created to promote the use of Welsh “where practical and reasonable”. In 1993, a new Welsh Language Act through its Part 2, and sections 22, 24, 25, 26, and 27(1) and (2) sought to strengthen this promotional effort and make Welsh an integral element of public administration Wales. The status of the Welsh language was further strengthened with UK devolution and the Government of Wales Act 1998, followed by a further Government of Wales Act 2006, whose sections 35(1), 78(1) and (2) and 156(1), and paragraph 8(3) of Schedule 2 specified the duties and obligations of public institutions and heralded a more robust language regime (Williams 2008).

Concomitantly, the Assembly for Wales recognised that it “may do anything it considers appropriate to support the Welsh language” (Government of Wales Act 1998). In 2002, the Assembly Government issued a policy statement Dyfodol Dwyieithog/Bilingual Future which affirmed its commitment to revitalise the Welsh language and to create a bilingual Wales. In 2003, the publication of Iaith Pawb: A National Plan for a Bilingual Wales (Welsh Assembly Government 2003) built on these developments and was followed by a revised strategy Iaith Fyw: Iaith Byw (A Living Language: A Language for Living) which was operational from April 2012 to March 2017 (Welsh Government 2012). These developments had been informed in part by the WLB strategy for the Welsh
language (Bwrdd yr Iaith Gymraeg 2005) and fitted in to a broader framework on how Wales could be governed better (Wales Office 2005) as part of the devolution settlement (Rawlings 2003).

Following a referendum in 2011, the National Assembly gained primary law-making powers in relation to specific subjects without involvement from Westminster or Whitehall. Schedule 7 to GOWA 2006 listed the subjects to which a provision in an Act of the Assembly must relate to, in order to be within the Assembly’s legislative powers (Government of Wales Act 2006). The UK Government established the Silk Commission to consider the future of the devolution settlement in Wales. The Wales Act 2014 gave the National Assembly enhanced law-making powers and responsibility for twenty policy areas, including the Welsh language, while a further strengthening of the Assembly’s powers occurred as a result of the Wales Act 2017, which changed the model of devolution to a Reserved Powers Model. The Local Government Byelaws (Wales) Act 2012, Local Government Democracy Wales Act 2013 and the Local Government (Wales) Act 2015 are all examples of primary legislation made during the Fourth Assembly (May 2011 – May 2016).

Following the transformation of the National Assembly for Wales from a secondary to a primary legislative body it has passed the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011, which established a Welsh Language Commissioner and transferred responsibility for language policy from the Welsh Language Board into the government’s Welsh Language Unit. A far-reaching Well Being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (Welsh Government 2015a) made the interests of the Welsh language a core feature of all government programmes, complementing the Welsh Education Measure (2011) which sought to make the teaching of Welsh a more integral element of the statutory educational provision. The current Welsh Language Strategy (2017) Cymraeg 2050: A million Welsh speakers has the ambition of creating a million Welsh speakers by 2050, up from the figure of c. 562,000 in 2011, and 898,700 in 2019 (Welsh Government 2017).

Six key action areas are identified in the Strategy, namely, Planning and Language Policy; Normalization; Education; Language Transmission in the Family and Workplace; A Supportive Infrastructure; Improved Legislation and Stronger Language Rights. The government proposals offer clear objectives for these action areas and are supplemented by detailed recommendations. The operative requirement is how best to mainstream the language across all government activities and policy domains. Williams (2017) teases out the intriguing question as to how the anticipated growth in speakers will be produced.

The distinct feature of the UK’s response to language movements in Wales is that it has used an administrative approach. Ontario also followed the same path until the 1980’s. Despite the fact that there have been long-standing demands for language rights in Wales, no government at either Westminster or
Cardiff has been minded to grant many as yet. On March 4, 2010, the Welsh Assembly Government introduced the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011. It made provision for establishing the official status for the Welsh language and was committed to abolishing the arms-length Welsh Language Board and establishing a Language Commissioner, supported by an Advisory Panel, with recourse to an Appeals Tribunal. It was anticipated that the Commissioner would regulate the compliance behaviour of a new suite of language rights. In the event, despite intense scrutiny by Assembly Legislative and Financial Committees, no comprehensive legislation specifying a range of Welsh language rights was forthcoming. In 2018 the government adopted the Welsh Language Standards (No. 7) Regulations of which more below.21

Thus, for much of the contemporary period of Welsh language planning, c. 1993 until today, the principal instrument for the delivery of services in Welsh was the Welsh Language Scheme, a mechanism which was introduced under the Westminster Welsh Language Act 1993. Section 11 of the Act notes that the Welsh Language Scheme applies to public bodies (all sectors) and Crown bodies, as well as organisations eligible under the public service remit e.g. water companies (Welsh Language Act 1993). Sections 5 to 16 concentrate on institutional duties, and on the form, content and process of the preparation, consultation, approval and review of language schemes. Sections 12 and 13 of the Welsh Language Act specify that it is compulsory for a scheme to note a schedule for action, to offer a description of the manner in which a named body would ensure publicity for its scheme and how it would seek consultation with the public in accordance with the statutory guidance offered by Board. The Board maintained the right to review the guidelines and to review the schemes every three years for local authorities and every five years for educational bodies.

A single statutory guideline (section 9 of the Act) for all public bodies in Wales deals with the following: a bilingual scheme; approach to service provision (in line with the principle of equality); new policies and initiatives; steps for the introduction of services; quality standards – for Welsh language services: dealing with the Welsh-speaking public; the public face of the institution and the implementation and supervision of the scheme.

The supervisory and implementation guidelines contain measures on evaluation and regulation in relation to human resources, language and vocational training, the administration of third-party agreement schemes, the supervision of the scheme, achieving targets, and the publication of information. Compliance is the basic principle underlying Sections 17 to 20 where four specific aspects are discussed, namely investigations (section 17), complaints about non-compliance (section 18), reports on investigations (section 19) and directives from the Secretary of State (section 20).

Between 1995 and 1999, 67 language schemes had been approved including all 22 local authorities. By 1999 notices had been issued to a further 59 bodies to
prepare schemes. By 2012 when the Welsh Language Board was abolished some 543 schemes were in operation (Williams 2014). Certain core elements are common to all language schemes and are comprised of the following components each of which have to be agreed and implemented as a statutory obligation. They are service delivery; language choice; customer-driven; departmental plans; monitoring; internal customer; translation; recruitment and training.

However, geo-linguistic factors may also determine the scope of the schemes as those institutions located within predominantly Welsh speaking areas or who have a significant proportion of users of Welsh will tend to offer a wider range of services and a more thoroughgoing bilingual service. Typically, predominantly Welsh-speaking areas are characterised by having over 60 per cent of their resident population enumerated as Welsh speakers. Most such areas are in the west and north-west of Wales. In such areas, there is a tendency to go above and beyond the minimum scheme requirement to suit the vagaries of the local situation and of course this trend was encouraged by the WLB in both its review and agreement processes.

Today the schemes remain as an important element of the language regime but have been supplemented by a comprehensive series of Language Standards, as specified in the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011. The Standards are designed to ensure clarity to organisations in relation to the Welsh language; to ensure clarity to Welsh speakers on what services they can expect to receive in Welsh and to ensure greater consistency in Welsh language services and improve quality to users. Public service organisation are required to comply with language duties and this compliance function is regulated by the Welsh Language Commissioner’s office (Welsh Language Commissioner 2020). This is an interesting model, quite distinct from many other variants within a comparative perspective which tend to rely more on a suite of language rights rather than institutional duties and obligations, as perhaps befits the British approach to public services.

4. Internal Operations of Language Services Delivery: From Compromise to Active Offer?

We are conscious that both Ontario and Wales have different state traditions. By adopting a state-centered approach, we may usefully examine the way that central features of both systems operate concretely in order to increase our understanding of the implementation of the politics of recognition in both contexts. To that end, the article uses data provided from a national evaluation of Wales’ language schemes together with current evidence pertaining to the operation of the active offer of French language services (FLS) in Ontario’s justice sector.
4.1 Ontario

The justice sector has been officially bilingual since 1984. However, in the 1990’s studies in the justice sector showed that the legal system was not responding to the needs of its French-speaking population. It remained predominantly English and services were not offered systematically in French despite its linguistic requirement to be officially bilingual and despite the FLSA (Cousineau 1996). Furthermore, in 2005, an Environmental Scan of the justice sector revealed that French language services were accepted in theory but that the situation was quite different in practice (Cardinal et al. 2015). Twenty years after the adoption of the FLSA, it was still not clear how the Ontario government really proceeded in order to incorporate the active offer of French language services in its planning of service delivery including in the justice sector. In 2006, twenty years after the adoption of the FLSA, the Ontario government published a first strategic plan for the active delivery of services to its French-speaking population in the justice sector. Evidence-based research was also incorporated in the plan in order to insure monitoring and improve the planning process. The fact that the justice sector has a special status in the Ontario context and a French language coordinator with a status close to that of assistant deputy minister help understand why it was targeted. The Ontario government itself was experimenting with new modes of delivery of services, a situation which created a window of opportunity for more strategic planning in the area of French language services and a review of its capacity to offer those services actively to its French-speaking population. A coalition composed of the major French-speaking groups involved in the justice sector was set up with the explicit objective of improving the delivery of services in French. It became a major partner in developing Ontario’s first strategic plan for the active offer of French language services in the justice sector. However, the fact that such a plan took so long to make its way into the operations of the Ontario civil service is an example which invites more attention in understanding the gaps between the politics of recognition and that of the politics of delivery.

In 2008, a first study on the operation of active offer was conducted. The working definition of active offer which was used relied on the definition provided by the Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages for Canada. According to the Commissioner, actively offering services in the minority language means “communicating spontaneously and clearly to members of the public that they will receive services of comparable quality in either official language at designated offices or service points” (Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages 2005, 12). Of the 20,000 positions in the justice sector, some 1,182 are designated bilingual which means that public servants working in those positions have the obligation to offer language services actively to the French-speaking citizens of the province. A survey was sent to all civil servants working in a designated position to offer services and to middle managers whose responsibility is to plan the delivery of services in the justice sector. Almost 40
per cent of all public servants working in designated positions in the justice sector took part in the study. The results of a qualitative focus group study of 46 users of FLS services also served to identify opportunities for offering services in a more sustained way.

Briefly put, the survey addressed the usefulness and effectiveness of mechanisms of active offer in terms of making public servants more aware of their obligations and supporting them in their work. According to the data, public servants working in designated bilingual positions in the justice sector responded that they have a good understanding of their obligations to offer FLS actively. However, an important proportion of them recognized that they were not aware that in every office, there should be a plan to offer FLS actively. Furthermore, despite the claim that they actively offer FLS, a significant proportion of respondents would not offer the service if French speakers did not ask for it. In other words, not only is it important to provide public servants with the tools to enable them to do their work, but we are also reminded that capacity building is not sufficient. A certain administrative culture and subjective elements such as attitudes towards French speakers, including non-verbal communication also need to be acknowledged.

The results of the focus group discussions confirmed the importance of these issues. They revealed that a majority of French speakers are more often than not convinced that the environment is not favourable to them. Even when they understand that they have a right to services in French, they are often afraid to ask for such service, because they do not want to appear as a nuisance element by getting in the way of an apparently smooth operation. They also feel that asking for a service in their language involves a struggle within which they are not always ready to engage. There is clearly a problem of perception on the part of the minority that the public service is not user friendly.

4.2 Wales

We can identify some of the strengths and weakness of the Welsh model by reference to ongoing work on the implementation of language schemes and standards. An initial investigation carried out between 2005 and 2008 concerned a sample of the extant 350 language schemes. Within each of the institutions in the sample the investigation sought detailed information about those features which were most likely to affect the quality and nature of the bilingual service provided. The seven aspects concerned testing data on the scope of the Language Act(s); national supervision methods; implementation of the Language Scheme; supervision of the Language Scheme; the range of services; do the Language Schemes work? What improvements are needed?

Much of the investigation was concerned with gathering examples of best practice together with identifying those barriers which limited or at times nulli-
fied the impact of services. Consequently an important element of the study was an evaluation of the professional climate within which schemes operated. Clearly the organisational culture within which the duty to prepare a bilingual service is handled is vital, since attitude, service and performance are all interrelated. In addition, an evaluation was conducted on how public bodies organised their public consultation since this is a statutory requirement of the ratification process for any scheme.

The results reported here are based on case study material from eight Welsh public bodies and a range of UK government departments and agencies. Generally, the interview data demonstrate that there is strong evidence of compliance with the Welsh Language Schemes (WLS guidelines). Leading county councils in predominantly Welsh speaking areas readily engage in Welsh medium written documentation, the discussion of complex matters in Welsh, together with effective correspondence and the creation of a positive and supportive bilingual work culture. By contrast, most of the other organisations in the sample provided an incomplete service. Until very recently the vast majority of frontline staff in Welsh public institutions served the public in English only. But the requirements of the WLS guidelines together with pressure and advice from the WLB have resulted in the appointment of language officers and the delivery of Welsh language awareness training courses (Welsh Language Board 2008). This has led to a gradual improvement where language awareness training in sectors such as the social care and childcare is beginning to have a definite impact. Such awareness raising courses are either offered in-house by local authorities or by professional bodies such as IAITH: The Welsh Centre for Language Planning.

However, the common practice of designating bilingual positions per se is not as widespread as one might have anticipated given the steady growth in the numbers of public employees and customers able to speak Welsh. The WLB justified its original investment in language training by arguing that it contributed to the improvement in the standard of public service delivery. Most local authorities had been content to appoint staff in the expectation that they would make an effort to learn or improve their Welsh. However, several County Councils and police authorities have taken language skills into consideration when appointing public servants, new members to the force or to civil support posts. A case in point is the decision in 2009 of Dyfed Powys Police Force to designate all posts in their new customer service centre as Welsh essential posts and to adopt Welsh as the working language of the unit and not just of the frontline service only. Naturally such institutional reform strengthens the capacity of organisations to operate bilingually. Consequently, as one of the six designated performance indicators, public authorities are required to record their success in evaluating the number of staff who had received language awareness training and higher-level Welsh skills training.
Front line services tend not to be provided to the extent that would be expected in many situations. Welsh speakers have had to make special arrangements to use Welsh and on a number of occasions evidence was obtained that the required material or service was available to the public in English only. What was more revealing was that when questioned many staff did not see this as an issue, merely an extension of an institutional norm, namely that in reality the body operated as an English medium organisation, but when so required they consciously catered for the needs of our Welsh speaking customers. Clearly then not all the measures contained in a language scheme are implemented and there are examples of Welsh language services suffering because of a lack of staff, lack of finance and lack of commitment. As a result, one does not necessarily receive a high-quality service. In general County Councils ensure a commitment to their language schemes when they lead partnerships and contract third party operators. But in the case of other organisations there is strong evidence to show that when this is not the case there is a corresponding increase in the number of complaints regarding poor quality service.

The evidence indicates that language scheme objectives are sometimes hindered by a number of factors which are common across many institutions. These would include the reticence shown by middle management to fully implement the requirements of the scheme, a lack of practice/confidence among staff to operate bilingually and a lack of mainstreaming strategies by which Welsh could be given greater visibility and purchase in delivering services. One clear organisational question concerns the manner in which the administrative culture is established and managed. If the Welsh language is regarded as being integral to the function of the body, then clearly language officers and their colleagues have a far higher probability of implementing the scheme. Several senior managers had concerns about the exposure to pressure which some language officers experienced, especially with regards to perceived or possible political interference in scheme review and extension discussions.

Undoubtedly the introduction of Welsh Language Schemes has transformed public administration in Wales by ensuring a new mindset with regard to operating bilingually. The language agenda is now part of the routine professional development of the public sector. However, the sector continues to face several challenges, notably in relation to the wide variation identified in the operation and implementation of language schemes. Such inconsistencies called into question the sufficiency of those arrangements, put in place under the Welsh Language Act, 1993 in guaranteeing minimum expectations of adequate service delivery. In consequence the adoption of a set of language standards as mandated by the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011 and as regulated by the Welsh Language Commissioner are intended to provide a more comprehensive and consistent service delivery system, further refining the Welsh model of language intervention and support.
5. Discussion

In both case studies it is evident that the internal values, beliefs and structure of the administrative systems have had a profound effect on the decisions taken as regards the development of service delivery systems. History matters in conditioning the range of options considered by decision makers. Thus, we recognise the path dependant nature of the internal processes involved in shaping the development of a system.

In the Ontario case study, a gap between the rights framework and the practice of service delivery was identified. We acknowledge that the active offer instrument needs particular instruments in order to be implemented. Civil servants need proper tools in order to surmount the path dependant features of the system. More generally, there is an administrative culture in the justice sector which is not conducive to active offer. The conclusion was relevant in 2008 and it is still relevant in 2020. For example, in 2016, the Attorney General in charge of the justice sector implemented a pilot project to provide French language services to its clients. More recent studies in the area of violence against women continue to show how difficult it is for French-speaking women to receive French language services (Cardinal et al. 2015; Sirosi & Garceau 2007). In other words, looking at the internal processes of implementation of the principle of active offer shows how it is path dependant despite changes in the policy framework. The gap between the politics of recognition and the politics of service delivery remains important.

In Wales much of the relative success of the language schemes was due to the active tutoring to public bodies by specialist staff members of the WLB prior to the drafting of scheme together with the sharing of knowledge through public authority networks such as Rhwydwaith and other facilitating agencies such as IAIITH. The statutory obligations contained within the 1996 Welsh Language Schemes Guidelines also established a core common approach to both the formulation and the implementation of the schemes, although as we have seen successive iterations of the schemes could be inconsistent.

Where there has been evident political leadership at UK Ministerial and Government Department level, County Council level or Police Authority level, there have been significant advances recorded. Putting language legislation into operative effect, as was seen by the long evolution of implementing the Welsh Language Act 1993, or as characterises the evolving implementation of National Assembly language legislation and language regime refinement, is a slow, complex process. Some will interpret the reticence of bureaucrats and others to honour the language schemes in full as an expression of ill-will towards the language. Be that as it may a more balanced approach would accept this reticence as part of the necessary organisational change which many institutions had to undergo in order to comply fully with the 1993 legislation and the manner in which the WLB had interpreted its own mandate.
Finally, the comparative analytical approach reaffirms the centrality of evaluating institutional working practices and also identify critical deficiencies within the delivery service system. Our investigations have identified the critical role which directors of such services play in Ontario and the key influence of middle-range managers within Wales in implementing the full range of services as required by language schemes in Wales. Whilst it is accepted that legislators and Ministers determine the contours of bilingual services, it is evident that the fine detail, pace, allocation of time, energy and resources required relies a great deal on the professional judgement and/or disposition of those in authority within the public sector who are charged with the implementation of such services. Accordingly, we suggest that extensive research be conducted in how these central agents of change or resistance execute their responsibilities.

Reporting on the Ontario and Wales’s studies of service delivery helps demonstrate that the granting of language rights as in Ontario is not a sufficient guarantor of the delivery of high quality, consistent, language services. In order to be effective such rights and their corresponding services need to be constantly reaffirmed within the administrative culture of the local state. This involves far more than consciousness raising and language awareness and emphasises the critical role of personnel planning, skills acquisition, regular monitoring and evaluation and a periodic assessment of the impact which such services have on community vitality and engagement with the province or local state.

Given the importance of institutional frameworks which guide the delivery of services, in both cases it is evident that further research and a more systematic comparison of service provision in a range of sectors would prove valuable. This, however, presupposes a positive answer to a more fundamental question as to whether it is possible to export practices from one administrative system to another. For example, we need to explore to what extent the governance framework of Ontario, if transposed in part, would aid the implementation of language policy in Wales. In contrast, Ontario has service providers, but it does not evaluate the designated services systematically.

6. Conclusion

How a government attends to the needs and make sure minorities are not alienated and are treated as fully functional citizens is an important part of the politics of recognition. When services are not offered in an appropriate manner, this can lead to cynicism among many that the government is not really even-handed. Rather it is content with a situation which allows official language minority members to conceive of themselves as second class citizens subject to a regime in which the politics of recognition is largely symbolic rather than substantive and enabling.
This article sought to explore the delivery of language services in Ontario and in Wales given the importance taken by the debate on the politics of recognition in the area of linguistic minority rights. It sought to address the internal processes by which the delivery of language services is made possible in states which gave official status to their linguistic and national minorities. There is a dearth of research on the concrete ways in which the politics of recognition is implemented in those states. Our work sought to address some of the issues raised by the different contexts in which the delivery of language services takes place. Using Ontario and Wales as case study, the paper shows the relevance for further research and a more systematic comparison of service provisions.

We need to further research into how active offer is an important mechanism within multilingual, multiethnic and multinational societies.\(^29\) It is equally important to recognise that how a government relates to its constituent minorities is critical for social harmony. How it pays attention to their needs and make sure minorities are not alienated and are treated as fully functional citizens is an important part of the politics of recognition. When services are not offered in this manner, this contributes to cynicism in society, that governments are not there for minorities, and that they remain second class citizens or that recognition is only symbolic, not real.
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5 In 2001 the Census reported that 582,400 people (20.8 per cent) of the Welsh population of just over 3 million claimed a knowledge of Welsh, see https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/bulletins/2011censuskeystatisticsforwales/2012-12-11#proficiency-in-welsh (accessed 15 March 2020).
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10 British experience had identified that individuals with a multitude of problems are often subject to numerous referrals tied to specialist institutions – and this reliance on a “silo” approach can lead to “referral fatigue” which leaves many problems unresolved (Cohl & Thomson 2008, 48).
The United Kingdom’s Citizens Advice Bureaus are a well-established example of this holistic approach.

By contrast, Quebec has a population of over 7 million of which 85 per cent is French speaking, the majority of whom are functionally unilingual French. The other important French-speaking minority in Canada is located in New-Brunswick where a population of 320,000 represent 30 per cent of the provincial total. New-Brunswick is also the only officially bilingual province and is thus markedly different from both Quebec and Ontario.

For details, see Cardinal and Normand (2011).

Municipal governments are exempt from the application of the act, as are public agencies, hospitals, and retirement homes. Municipal governments can choose to adopt a policy for the delivery of French language services, which is the case in Ottawa.


The Coalition comprises the following stakeholders: Association des juristes d’expression française de l’Ontario, Action ontarienne contre la violence faite aux femmes, Fédération des aînées et aînés francophones de l’Ontario, Fédération de la jeunesse franco-ontarienne (à compléter). The French Language Coordinator for the Justice sector is also a member of the Coalition and representatives from the Ontario Provincial Police and the Canadian Department of Justice as well as from the University of Ottawa.

In Ontario, the justice sector comprises two ministries: the Attorney General and Community Safety and Correctional Services, which are comprised of different divisions. Some divisions have to provide direct services to the public including services in French in the 25 designated bilingual areas in the province. Within the Ministry of the Attorney General, the Strategic Plan targets the Court Services Division, including the Provincial Offences Act Unit; the Criminal Law Division; the Ontario Victim Services Secretariat; the Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee; and the Office of the Children’s Lawyer; and for the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services: the Ontario Provincial Police; Emergency Management Ontario; Adult Community Corrections; Adult Institutional Services; and the Public Safety Division. An area is designated to offer services in French if it has at least 5,000 French speakers or if the latter make up 10 per cent of the population.
The data sources for public bodies involved the completion of 65 in-depth interviews, the perusal of relevant files and reports and participant observation within the institutions and the WLB over a three-year period. Interviews were also held with language officers, senior managers, and selected staff not directly responsible for the schemes together with politicians and other decision-makers at a national and a local level. Unlike in the Ontario case, no interviews were conducted with customers as the remit of the investigation was to examine the internal workings of the language schemes and their legislative context.

Welsh bodies comprised five County Councils, one National Park Authority, a Health Board and a Policy Authority. The UK Department of State and Crown Bodies included the Home Office, the Department of Works and Pensions, the Central Office of Information and a number of subsidiary agencies which have a UK mandate.


It should be noted that certain sectors in Wales have adopted the active offer mechanism, most notably within the social care system, where the More than Just Words: Delivering the Active Offer Information Pack (Welsh Government 2015b) is a good example.